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but that the act by us of accepting even in principle the Franco-
British proposals would be not only a cowardice towards our
people but a betrayal of the League of Nations and of all the
States which have shown that they could have confidence up to
now in the system of collective security.
" These proposals are the negation and the abandonment of
the principles upon which the League of Nations is founded.
For Ethiopia   they  would consecrate  the  amputation  of her
territory and the disappearance of her independence for the benefit
of the State which has attacked her.
cc They imply the definite interdiction for her own people to
participate usefully and freely in the economic development of
about a third of the country^ and they confide this development to
her enemy, which is now making its second attempt to conquer
this people. A settlement on the lines of these proposals would
place a premium upon aggression and upon the violation of inter-
national engagements.
" The vital interest of Ethiopia is in question, and for us this
takes precedence over every other consideration ; but in reaching
our decision we are not unmindful that the security of other
peaceful^ weak or small Slates will be made doubtful if such a
recompense should be accorded to a State already condemned as
the aggressor and at the expense of the State victim of its
aggression"
The Emperor of Ethiopia was determined to press the
League policy to the uttermost.
Sir Samuel Hoare when he resigned office, and even after
he had resigned office, repeated that these were the best
terms that Ethiopia could ever get. I think he was wrong :
the best terms that Ethiopia could have got was the raw
material embargo on exports to Italy and the munitions
loan for which her Emperor asked. These would have
been terms more faithful to the Covenant.
Granted even the grosser standards by which Sir Samuel
Hoare admitted that he judged Ethiopian advantage,
Ethiopia, conquered as she is now, lost nothing by rejecting
the proposals. She rather gained.
They improved the conditions under which Italy would
be able to attack her.

